
Ender’s game essay 

Question: Explain what Ender learned at Battle School about himself, about leadership, and about 

friendship. Examine the role of his teachers, his fellow students- both friends and enemies- and the 

nature and purpose of the battle games. 

At battle school Ender learnt several key qualities that made him an excellent commander. During this 

essay I will explore all the topics above but I will focus the most on the leadership qualities 

demonstrated throughout the book as this is the most important theme throughout the entire book 

because this is the attribute that allowed Ender to achieve victory against the Formics. 

According to fastcompany these are five traits that make a good leader 

1. Being flexible 

2. Able to communicate effectively with others 

3. Courage, tenacity and patience  

4. Humility and presence 

5. Being responsible  

So, how does Ender measure up to this standard? 

Being flexible means that you are able to adapt to new situations. This is an important trait in everyday 

life but it is especially important as a leader because if you are too stuck up on old ways you quite 

possibly might end up costing people who follow you and also yourself. 

Ender was definitely an adaptive leader as he was the first commander to come up with different and 

new ways to combat old formations. He demonstrated this trait throughout the book, especially when 

he had to fight 2 armies at once. He adapted to this situation by going straight for the enemies gate (if 

you capture their gate it’s an automatic victory for your army) instead of standing and fighting them. 

This shows that he is able to adapt to new situations.  

Effective leaders know how to communicate with others. Understanding how to clearly explain tasks 

and projects to others is absolutely crucial to being a good leader. It is also vital to be able to listen to 

others and speak out when you believe you must. 

Ender was extremely good at communicating with other people. He is also willing to listen to others and 

speak out when he believes he should. He demonstrated this during one of the conversations he had 

with Bean. He demonstrated this by first listening to Beans opinion and then saying what he believed 

was necessary to say. 

Courage, tenacity and patience.  These three words mean that you do have the courage to stand alone, 

the tenacity to not succumb to pressure and the patience to keep fighting until you win. 

Ender had the courage to stand alone when the time came. This is demonstrated in the way he dealt 

with Bonzo and Stillson. Ender was a very tenacious person but he did not have the tenacity to not 



succumb to pressure during the time he fought the bugger fleet which was demonstrated when he 

needed to rest for three days. Ender definitely had the patience to wait until he won. He demonstrated 

this during the time he commanded the star fleet from his video game, while he may have been tired of 

fighting he did keep on fighting until he eventually beat the buggers at their home planet. 

The fourth characteristic is the combination of humility and presence. Acting above and aloof from 

others does not make a good leader. Leaders must be able to listen and talk to others no matter who 

they are. At the same time, they must have the respect of others, the kind of respect that’s earned by 

being honest, having integrity and being tough but fair. 

Ender demonstrated both of these qualities throughout the book. He was always willing to listen to the 

opinions of others during battles and even just their general opinion. He was also willing to admit that 

he was wrong and another person’s idea was better than his. He demonstrated this when he listened to 

criticism by Bean and acted upon it. 

The fifth quality of a good leader is that they must be willing to accept responsibility for their mistakes 

and not blame it on somebody else. 

Ender never really showed whether he was able to do this because he never really needed to. While 

some may say he did in some situations he didn’t fully show whether he did have this important trait.  

Overall Ender was an amazing leader. He demonstrates all of the above qualities except for accepting 

responsibility because he was never truly forced to show this. 

The most important thing that Ender learnt about leadership during his time at battle school was the 

ability to get a group of children to work together in a combat situation with a single overall commander 

(this is not including toon leaders and their seconds). 

Some of the other important traits about leadership that Ender learnt during his time at battle school 

include always focus on the primary goal. This is demonstrated in the way that he mentally makes 

himself think of the enemies gate as down instead of using the gravity within the station as most of the 

other children were doing. This is demonstrated in the lines “It was impossible to tell, looking at the 

perfectly square door, which way had been up. And it didn’t matter. For now Ender had found the 

orientation that made sense. The enemy’s gate was down. The object of the game was to fall toward the 

enemy’s home.” This shows how Ender focused on the primary focus of the game instead of worrying 

about secondary objectives that could have been potentially unsuccessful. This is an example of the way 

he defeated two armies at once. Instead of worrying about fighting two armies he simply went straight 

for the main objective instead of wasting time in a laser fight with the opposing forces (he also did this 

because he most likely would have lost in a straight fight).  

Other important things about leadership that Ender learnt included things such as constantly drilling 

your forces. When Ender became a commander of Dragon Army he got his entire Army to practice 

during the time that was supposedly “free play” but for his Army merely meant extra practice. Because 

of all of this extra practice Ender’s army never failed to win a battle, even against stacked odds. Enders 



belief in constant practice is shown in this line “Drill drill drill, that was all Ender would be able to do 

with them for a while.” 

Some of the other tactics Ender used to make his army into such a powerful and effective fighting force 

was the fact that he understood them and could empower them. Ender made it a priority to understand 

all the people in his army, which is demonstrated by the fact after their first battle instead of going to 

class he spent that afternoon writing down his impressions of the other children. Because Ender 

understood these children he was able to make informed decisions that allowed him to put them in 

positions best suited to their talents. 

Finally, Ender knew that the children inside his army must learn to adapt instead of using formations. 

This is shown in the quote below “most armies practiced mass maneuvers, performed strategies. Ender 

had none. Instead he trained his toon leaders to use their small units effectively in achieving limited 

goals. Unsupported, alone, on their own initiative.” In battle school most of the armies won through 

discipline, honed plans and rehearsed formations. While they can react to commands almost instantly 

but it also made them completely predictable.   

Some of the leadership traits demonstrated by some of the greatest leaders in world history are also 

defined by Ender. For example all leaders require ambition; this ambition can range from wanting to 

drive the British out of your country (Mahatma Gandhi and George Washington) to conquering the 

known world (Alexander the Great, Julius Caesar and many, many others). This ambition is the driving 

force that makes leaders lead people.  

Ender demonstrates his ambition throughout many courses during the book. Some of evidence of 

Enders ambition is shown when he wins every battle during his time in battle school. It was his ambition 

that made him train his army every single day at every single opportunity. His ambition is also 

demonstrated when he wishes for his colony to thrive. It is because of his ambition that many of these 

goals do succeed.  

Many great leaders, especially military minded leaders (but not just military leaders) require strategic 

planning for them to succeed. While this does not have to mean that you have to micro manage 

everything you do have to give at least an basic outline about what the objective is and  what you want 

everyone to do. This trait is what made Ender an excellent strategist. 

Another key trait of an excellent leader is the ability to delegate. Ender was always extremely skilled at 

this task. He demonstrated this trait most visibly when he was leading his army. When he was leading 

his army he delegated a lot of the work to his toon leaders. 

While there may be other leadership qualities that you believe to be important these are the base 

leadership qualities that make a good leader. As leaders need to lead in a variety of different situations 

there may be a call for different types of leaders but all leaders wishing to be successful should have all 

of these qualities.  



These are not all the qualities of leadership that a leader might need or have but these are some of the 

foundation traits of a good leader. 

The concept of games is what this book is based around. At battle school Ender had two major games. 

One was physical and the other was mental. For the physical game Ender played “the game” as it was 

known. The other was known as the “mind game.”  “The game” was a mock combat simulation inside of 

a room known as the “Battle Room” where children would fight each other inside of a zero gravity 

environment. “The mind game” is a game where children would control a virtual avatar using their mind 

and would create stories together with the computer in charge of this. “The game” and “mind game” 

were used by adults to test the children to see which one of them should become the fleet commander. 

“The game” was used to see how students would go in a combat simulation against other commanders. 

“The mind game” was used to test the thoughts, emotions etc… of the students. Because Ender was so 

successful at these two games he was brought more to the attention of the adults within the battle 

school. Another truly important game was the game that involved Ender attacking the bugger home 

world. While Ender thought that this was just another game, this was actually how Ender commanded 

the entire star fleet. 

Ender learnt that to survive it is sometimes necessary to be ruthless, and while most people don’t like to 

admit it, most of us would kill others so we could survive. This fact about Ender was shown when he 

killed Stilson (only after being severely provoked and beaten) and also after he killed Bonzo Madrid. 

Ender only did these so that he would win so completely that these boys would never assault him again. 

Ender was only defending himself against these children.  

Ender only killed Bonzo after Bonzo assaulted him while he was taking a shower. The only thing that 

stopped the bullies with Bonzo from attacking Ender along with Bonzo was that Bonzo had such a severe 

case of Spanish honor (not trying to be racist against Spanish) that he was not allowed to attack Ender 

except by himself because his honor prevented him from doing so. Because Ender fought to win, not 

with honor he defeated Bonzo and then annihilated him so he would win all future battles (Ender did 

accidentally kill Bonzo without realizing it.) 

The situation with the Stilson was because Stilson wanted to bully Ender because he was a third, 

meaning he was a third child in a government that normally only allowed 2 children per family. Stilson 

also wanted to bully Ender because he was one of the few children who made it so close to battle school 

(he did make it but they didn’t know) The other kids wanted to gang up on Ender but because of the 

unspoken rules of warfare they weren’t allowed to do so. After the other kids stopped holding Enders 

arms Ender beat up Stilson so badly he died (Ender didn’t realize this at the time) and threatened the 

other kids that if the other kids came after him he would do something worse to them.  

All of these attributes help to demonstrate Enders absolute ruthlessness when it came to threats about 

his life. As Ender was always fond of saying after he was particularly violent “I am just like Peter.” 

Some of the other things that Ender learnt from battle school include how to cope with always being 

alone. For example, when the boys are about to take off to battle school Ender doesn’t attempt to 

socialize with them. Also when he is commanding the fleets during the end of the book he is isolated 



from all of the other commanders. The teachers do this so he does not learn to rely on other people and 

will think that he always has to do things by himself. The teachers do this because they believe that this 

will make Ender a stronger person.  

What is perhaps the most important thing about himself that Ender learnt throughout this book is that 

while he values himself a lot, sometimes he must do things that he does not wish to do for the 

continuation of the entire human species. Examples of this are shown throughout the book through 

quotes such as “human beings are free except when the species needs them.” 

One of the most important things that battle school didn’t manage to take out of Ender is his 

compassion. Because of his compassion he is able to understand the buggers. Because of this 

understanding he manages to completely destroy them, however as he quotes “When I understand my 

enemy well enough to defeat him, then in that moment, also love him.” Because of this when he 

destroyed the buggers and found out about it he was furious, it was during this time that he passed into 

something similar to a brain stupor. 

Ender also learnt about friendship and the importance of friends during his time at battle school. He 

needed his friends to survive throughout battle school. One of the best examples of this is during the 

time Bonzo tried to have a bunch of thugs beat up Ender. He was only saved because of his friend (Bean) 

going to get the Rabbit Army to stop them if things got physical. He also learnt about shooting from 

Petra because she was his friend. This just goes to show how much Ender needed his friends during his 

time at battle school.  

The other characters, while not having any role as major as Enders, almost all of them helped shape 

Ender into who he was. 

Peter, Enders older brother was the person who taught Ender about the cruelties of life. Peter often 

enjoyed torturing Ender for fun because as everyone said, he was simply a sick person. This however 

does not mean that Peter did not help Ender in some way. Peter taught Ender about suffering through 

cruelties and being strong enough to overcome them. Peter also later in life became the Hegemon of 

the entire world, while he was only a secondary character throughout this book he played a larger part 

in the book “Shadow of the Hegemon.” Peter along with Valentine begins working to gather power 

through the communications net under the false name of “Locke.” 

Valentine, Enders older sister was the person who always loved Ender, even when his parents and 

brother didn’t really love him. Valentine taught Ender that while the world can be a tough place to live 

in, there are always going to be good points about living. She was also one of the main people who 

helped to convince Ender to travel to the planets of the buggers instead of attempting to head back to 

earth. While Valentine did not play a huge role throughout the first book of the series she had a larger 

role in some of the later books of the “Enders game” series. Valentine also begins writing with Peter 

under the false name of “Demosthenes.” She does this to help Peter obtain complete domination over 

the entire world. 



Colonel Graff was the person in charge for battle school for most of the book and the person who 

recruited Ender to battle school. Colonel Graff taught Ender about isolation from other people. Colonel 

Graff also taught Ender about the unfairness that is life. While Colonel Graff liked Ender, he also 

believed in doing anything to prevent the extinction of the human race, which meant that he was willing 

to do whatever he had to do to get the children in battle school into a position where they could defeat 

the buggers. Colonel Graff was willing to manipulate and lie to the children he taught to make sure 

when the day came, they would have the proper training to take out the buggers. 

Petra was one of the ten commanders on the attack on the bugger’s home planet. However, what made 

her important enough to be mentioned down here was that she was one of the first people that made 

any real attempt to become friends with Ender and therefore teaching what good it is too have friends 

around you. Petra was also Enders first real instructor on how to shoot the guns they used at battle 

school. 

Among the key things that Ender learnt were, more about himself, why he needed friends, and what 

being a good commander means.  

Enders game is an extremely complex book with lots of differing ways of interpreting it. What I have 

written is what I have learnt from Enders game and what I believe to be the most potent themes 

throughout this book. While others may disagree with my view points (please comment on your 

opinions) I hope that you have all learnt something from my essay.  


